
Virtual Engagement Session Feedback

Option 1 Feedback: 100% Park Space  Option 2 Feedback: 60% Park Space + 40% Housing Development Option 3 Feedback: 40% Park Space + 60% Housing Development Any additional thoughts, comments or concerns? 

Best option. No, thanks. NO. Thanks.

This is my favorite option, hoping to see a 
fenced  
in dog area 

Dont mind this if it's a senior community No to this, it takes away to much of the green space Try and and link the Nancy parkland this together to split up 
areas if need be there so much empty space at Nancy that 
could be used I'm fine with option 2 if Nancy park get more 
added to it

Best option. Obviously there needs to be 
more detail (I’m hoping more than one bench 
for example). 
Would like to see the financials involved for 
creation and maintenance.

Best second option. Only if it means senior housing to keep Salmon 
River residents in the community.

Least favourable. Is only the option if it means not using the affordable 
housing option.

I believe the survey was not presented well. It became 
slanted due to being forced to pick housing options. 

My husband and I have bin walking here for 51 years several times a day. 
Where you are placing the buildings are the trails multi people are still 
using every day.as we meet almost everyone using the trails. The land 
where the soccer field use to be up behind the school and the trail 
there would give you a great place for building and still has treed trails 
on it (these trails aren't used every day like the one on the right that is 
busy every day and still used by many people and pets. 
Sorry but this is only my thoughts. 
Also what and how are they going to do police ing. Everyday we pick up 
garbage and put it in the bin also there has bin bags of needles that 
were laying in the ditch by the road block  

The best option The natural trails on the right is the best thing of the whole 
property.  
Just my opinion. As I mentioned we have been walking there 
and around the school for 50 + years.  
Living beside the property all I could wish for is not to waste 
the property and that the future generations will be able to 
have and appreciate it. 

I really think this is the best option, love the 
idea. I live in Truro but grew up in Salmon River 
and went to school there. I might not have a 
voice in this but option 1 is my choice, thank 
you
This should be the option we support as a 
county. There are plenty of other places to 
build more high end housing. As a community 
a park makes much more sense to support 
recreation and outdoor activities. 

No. We have lots of land in other areas for housing. No. Lots of lots available in many other subdivisions. This is not necessary. 

Please choose this option!!

This is the best option. It would be great if 
there was a parking lot. The road is too narrow 
for cars to park on. 

Please don’t ruin it with housing. A park with 
walking trails. Coasting in  the winter 

Yes Maybe No Housing is way overpriced. We need to preserve more 
wildlife, plants,trees.  All for keeping it as a park.

Preferred choice

I like the idea of housing on-site. It should be designated for a coop or 
other multi use, mixed age and income housing. This land SHOULD NOT 
be sold off to just any developer.

I vote 100% park.  

Think it will make a beautiful community park…

Proper use for this property. Who wants to walk in dog "CRAP"

Best option. Yes!! No housing. Preserve the natural environment with a very commonly used 
green space. I believe housing would take away from the atmosphere of 
the area. 

No housing. Preserve the natural environment with a very commonly used 
green space. I believe housing would take away from the atmosphere of 
the area. 

I think it would be a great idea to be able to have a 
maintained green space that has a rich history of childhood 
experiences. To be able to bring future generations to this 
site as a true outdoor adventure would be phenomenal. 
Preserving this outdoor space without adding housing would 
be the most beneficial decision for many. 
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Option 1 is my choice.  This way it benefits all 
not just those who can afford to buy a spot for 
a house.  Just my thoughts.

Would love to keep the green space. Good 
sledding hill, cross country skiing trails, etc. 
This would be my first choice for this space.

It's a great option for a park and something 
that's needed at that end, as long as people 
don't trash it. It's great for sledding, walking, 
and exploring. 

Best option the community and surrounding 
residents. This space has been used 
exclusively as a park for the past 10+ years. 
Residents are use to walking their dogs, 
hiking, biking, and using this space as a park. 
Housing would be disruptive to this 

It should be a park. Bring back the sense of 
community that existed before they tore it 
down. No need to put in more housing ppl 
can't afford

A park would be beautiful in that area

Add a dog park and playground. This area is 
safe enough to not need housing in the 
playground. Add a small parking lot

Add a tree separation between the residential area and the park space. 
Otherwise it will feel like the park belongs to those houses. Add a small 
parking lot.

Too many houses and ruins the space. This area will be overtaken by the 
people who live in these new houses and not for the community 

Option 2 looks good to me . I there is a need for housing this could 
work I think. I would like to have the park with the walking trail. Would the 
trail going up along the brook be included ? 
What type of housing is this? Attached housing or single family 
dwelling? 

Best option . If you have lived in the area as long as I have, you would 
know of the play ground that was in close proximity to this property. And 
we are still paying taxes for something no one uses. I think it would be a 
good opportunity to put some tax base back into our community. Oh 
and don't forget the ball fields that we had. Cheese plant just up the 
road across from Cameron farm equipment. To turn it all into a park 
would be an irrispinciple miss use of this property. If you cannot afford 
enough property to walk you dog on don't put it off on the members of 
the community to pay for your misscommings. Thank You Sam
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